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Abstract
New Development on Sense and Avoid Strategies for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles
Yu Fu
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can carry out more complex civilian and military
applications with less cost and more ﬂexibility in comparison of manned aircraft. Mid-air
collision thus becomes profoundly important considering the safe operation of air trans-
portation systems, when UAVs are increasingly used more with various applications and
share the same airspace with manned air vehicles. To ensure safe ﬂights, UAVs have to
conﬁgure Sense and Avoid (S&A) systems performing necessary maneuvers to avoid colli-
sions. After analyzing the manner of S&A system, avoidance strategies based on a subset of
possible collision scenarios are proposed in this thesis. 1) To avoid a face-to-face intruder,
a feasible trajectory is generated by differential geometric guidance, where the constraints
of UAV dynamics are considered. 2) The Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) ap-
proach is exploited to generate an optimal trajectory to avoid multiple intruders’ threats
in the landing phase. 3) By formulating the collision avoidance problem within a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) framework, a desired trajectory is produced to avoid multiple in-
truders in the 2D plane. 4) MDP optimization method is extended to address the problem
of optimal 3D conﬂict resolution involving multiple aircraft. 5) Considering that the safety
of UAVs is directly related to the dynamic constraints, the differential ﬂatness technique is
developed to smoothen the optimal trajectory. 6) Energy based controller is designed such
that the UAV is capable of following the generated trajectory.
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) become promising in the civilian and military ap-
plications due to the less cost and more ﬂexibility in comparison of manned aircraft. How-
ever, the growing diversity of ﬂight makes UAVs vulnerable to mid-air collisions. To
guarantee the safety for manned aircraft, human pilots cooperated with Detect and Avoid
(D&A) (Hottman, Hansen, & Berry, 2009) systems are responsible of detecting intruders in
airspace and performing necessary maneuvers to avoid collisions. Unlike manned aircraft
with human pilots involved, UAVs have to equip with Sense and Avoid (S&A) systems to
guarantee the ﬂight safety (Yu & Zhang, 2015). Thus, Sense and Avoid systems play an
important role in merging UAVs into the National Airspace System (NAS).
As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, a S&A scheme is composed by four units, which are sensing,
conﬂict detection, collision avoidance, and ﬂight controller, respectively. The sensing tech-
nologies to provide trafﬁc information of the surrounding environment for UAVs rely on
existing infrastructure, such as cooperative sensors and non-cooperative sensors. Based on
the sensed data, the conﬂict detection function extracts useful information and projects the
states into the future to determine whether a potential conﬂict will occur or not. The conﬂict
is an event in which two or more aircraft break the deﬁned minimal separation criterion.
The criterion of the en-route horizontal separation in civilian air trafﬁc is 5 Nautical Miles
and of the vertical separation is 1000 ft. When a potential collision is predicted to take
place, the parameters of the conﬂict (position of predicted collision and time of possible
conﬂicts) are transferred to the collision avoidance unit. This unit is applied to generate tra-
jectories in order to resolve multiple collisions without incurring too much cost. According
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to the re-planned trajectory and UAV dynamics, the ﬂight controller sends outputs the con-
trol signals to drive the engine and the control surfaces correspondingly so that avoidance
maneuvers can be accomplished physically.
Figure 1.1: The illustrative scheme of S&A functionality in a UAV.
1.2 Challenges
A large amount of collision avoidance approaches have been proposed with application
to UAVs in the literature. However, there are several challenges in the existing literature:
• Collision avoidance systems rely on sensor measurements to detect intruders. How-
ever, most sensor have measurement noises which result in uncertainties of detected
positions and the estimated velocity of threat aircraft. Because collision avoidance
systems are safety-critical, taking into account state uncertainty can be very impor-
tant.
• One of the most practical factors in real ﬂights is that the dynamic constraints have
to be respected. In practice, there are allowable bounds related to the control inputs
and system states (e.g. control surface deﬂections, pitch rate). To ensure a safe ﬂight,
the produced trajectory should follow the rules without violating these limits.
• Traditional heuristic algorithms are easily trapped into a local minimum after updat-
ing the solution. The generated trajectory may not be the optimal one due to the
constraints of the algorithms.
• An investigation of Air Safety Foundation (ASF) reveals that 45% of collisions occur
in the trafﬁc pattern, and more than 67% of these collisions occur during approach
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and landing when aircraft are on ﬁnal or over the runway (Marsh, 2015). Moreover,
many civilian UAV applications are performed at low altitude airspace, increasing
the possibility of conﬂicting with other aircraft in a landing period. To ensure a
safe and successful landing, it is desirable that the S&A systems perform necessary
maneuvers to avoid potential collisions with intruder aircraft/UAVs.
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are summarized below:
• In Chapter 4, the contributions include: 1) At the stage of collision detection, Closest
Point of Approach (CPA) is exploited to predict the collision using the geometry of
relative kinematics between the UAV and intruder. The probability of collision is
introduced to the conﬂict detection approach, considering the sensor measurement
noises; 2) A Differential Geometric Guidance (DGG) based conﬂict resolution algo-
rithm is proposed to calculate the reference of heading angle to avoid face-to-face
intruder; 3) The ﬂatness based approach is used to re-plan routes with consideration
of the physical constraints of the UAV; 4) The developed S&A algorithm is validated
through extensive tests in the Flight Simulator developed by Marinvent Corporation.
• In Chapter 5, the contributions include: 1) Considering the safety requirement for
landing, which is identiﬁed as the most complex and challenging period for UAV
ﬂight and the S&A mission, Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) approach is
employed to produce an optimal solution for avoiding multiple collisions; 2) With
respect to the path planner, the constraints of UAV are adopted in the differential ﬂat-
ness algorithm to smoothen the planned trajectory such that the generated trajectory
is feasible for the UAV; 3) Integrating passivity based control technique with singular
perturbation ideas, an energy-based controller is designed to ensure that the UAV can
follow the planned path to complete the collision avoidance.
• In Chapter 6, the contributions include: 1) Markov Decision Process (MDP) based
methods are presented to model multiple threats avoidance problem in 2D or 3D en-
vironment which are appropriate for real-time applications; 2) Taking the constraints
of UAV into consideration when planning a path, the differential ﬂatness-based algo-
rithm smooths the planned path; 3) Considering the requirements of stabilization of
the lateral dynamics and the longitudinal dynamics, the decoupled controller includ-
ing a lateral controller and a longitudinal controller is proposed to ensure the attitude
tracking of UAV.
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters including the introduction chapter. The remainder
of this thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a literature review of S&A technologies in the sequence of fun-
damental functions of S&A in sensor techniques, collision detection, and collision
avoidance.
• The UAV model, the problem and objective function for collision avoidance are
stated in Chapter 3.
• Chapter 4 presents a conﬂict detection and path planning algorithm for UAV that is
developed for S&A applications based on DGG and ﬂatness methods.
• Chapter 5 proposes a BBO based algorithm for UAV avoiding multiple intruders
threats in the landing phase.
• Chapter 6 investigates the avoidance strategy for different conﬂict scenarios in which
UAV should change direction in two-dimensional or three-dimensional plane. The
collision avoidance problems are formulated by a MDP framework to produce de-
sired trajectories in real-time.




2.1 Survey on Sensors
The sensing system provides trafﬁc information about surrounding environment for
unmanned aircraft system. Depending on the different transmitted ways, the existing sensor
technologies can be basically divided into two categories: cooperative and non-cooperative
methods.
2.1.1 Cooperative Sensors
For cooperative sensors, it is required that UAVs in the airspace equip the cooperative
sensors so as to exchange information between the cooperative UAVs like position, atti-
tude, velocity and trajectory. The (TCAS) is known as the primary cooperative collision
avoidance system and has been used by a variety of airspace users (Billingsley, Kochen-
derfer, & Chryssanthacopoulos, 2012). TCAS transmits information with a transponder
during the detection period. Equipped with a TCAS, an aircraft is capable of communicat-
ing with other aircraft which also adopted TCAS. Considering the weight restrictions, small
UAV may not directly deploy TCAS. The communication between manned and unmanned
aircraft becomes a challenging issue.
Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) considered as an element of
the US Next Generation Air Transportation System (Valovage, 2007) is capable of broad-
casting the identiﬁcation, position, velocity, and intent of the aircraft with a data-link to a
transceiver. Ground stations and other aircraft within a 241 km radius can receive these
data-links. ADS-B has several advantages, including that 1) it can provide more accurate
and reliable trafﬁc information, which is updated on a near-constant basis; 2) it allows for
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rapid and effective search and rescue operations; 3) ﬂexible software structure deployed in
ADS-B ensures an ability for adaptation and incorporation of future technologies.
2.1.2 Non-Cooperative Sensors
For UAVs without communication sensors, non-cooperative sensors are used to detect
airborne objects. These technologies include radar, Laser/Light Detection and Ranging (LI-
DAR), Electro-Optical (EO) system, acoustic system, and Infrared (IR) sensor (Marshall,
Barnhart, Shappee, & Most, 2015). Compared to TCAS and ADS-B, the non-cooperative
technologies can be developed to detect ground obstacles.
Using multiple radar pulses, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) generates an image of the
object applied for detecting motion and calculating velocity, location, and size of ground
targets (Lentilhac, 2010). Equipped with a light weight (230 g) and X-band (10.5 GHz),
a Doppler radar system is developed to detect and identify a UAV (Moses, Rutherford, &
Valavanis, 2011). A L-band SAR with a range bandwidth of 80 MHz and effective distance
of 16 km is applied for UAV (Rosen et al., 2007). The General Atomics Predator B radar
is capable of covering a total of 220◦ in azimuth and 30◦ in elevation (Owen, Duffy, &
Edwards, 2014).
LIDAR measures distance by illuminating a target with a laser and analyzing the re-
ﬂected light. Geyer, Dey, and Singh (2009) designed a LIDAR system to reduce the false
positive rate and measure the range of the intruders in Robotics Institute. A LIDAR system
equipped with the Ibeo Lux laser scanner (Lin, Hyyppa¨, & Jaakkola, 2011) is deployed to
estimate tree height and reﬁne digital terrain model. The detection range of LIDAR sys-
tems is variable from 200 m to 3 km. The advantages of LIDAR include high resolution
and it is appropriate for different atmospheric conditions.
EO systems, as passive technologies, are developed to detect intruders by virtue of
natural visible light. Global Hawk equips with an EO-based system to detect and avoid
intruders (McCalmont, Utt, Deschenes, & Taylor, 2005). Taking account of altitude and
velocity of head-on collisions, Minwalla, Thomas, Ellis, Hornsey, and Jennings (2012) de-
signed a prototype optical instrument. The beneﬁt of EO systems lies in low cost, mass, and
power requirements. In J. Kim et al. (2010), the EO system which consists of a transmis-
sion system, gimbals controller, and image acquisition system has ability to track images
and take 3D measurement of a target as well as acquire high quality images.
Following the character of signal emitted from a propeller-driven aircraft, acoustic sen-
sors are developed for S&A capability. By exploiting the sound of engines, the Passive
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Acoustic Non-Cooperative Collision Alert System (PANCAS) is designed to detect aircraft
(Milkie, 2007). Acoustic arrays comprised 4 microphones (Finn & Franklin, 2011) are
capable of locating and tracking aircraft. The main advantage of acoustic sensors is that
detecting all frequencies and angles within a wide-open range.
Infrared sensors detect potential aircraft by measuring the infrared light radiated from
objects. Equipped with low-resolution infrared cameras, Osborne III, Bar-Shalom, Willett,
and Baker (2011) presented a Passive Collision Warning System (PCWS). Medium wave
infrared sensor on-board the aircraft is developed to detect runway and obstacles during
approach for landing (Satish, Sudesh, & Shantha Kumar, 2014). Without the requirement
of light, infrared sensors is appropriate for night-time usage.
2.1.3 Summary
The trafﬁc environment information around aircraft is collected by sensors. Table. 2.1
(Yu & Zhang, 2015) brieﬂy described the advantages and disadvantages of the relative
sensing devices. The cooperative sensors provide the ability to sense the environment and
to communicate with aircrafts equipped with the same type of sensors by establishing a
communication link. The cooperative sensors can be able to accurately provide the in-
formation such as the range, the azimuth and the elevation, but the cost is high. For the
non-cooperative sensors, it is not required the coordination with other similarly equipped
aircraft. The advantages of non-cooperative sensors are easily conﬁgured, the low cost, and
the ability to detect moving and stationary obstacles. However, the non-cooperative sensing
techniques usually operate a much shorted distance than cooperative sensors. Distant ob-
jects can not be correctly detected. Based on the review of cooperative and non-cooperative
sensors, the detection ranges of proposed sensors are compared in Fig. 2.1.
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Table 2.1: The characteristics of sensor technologies
Sensor Information Provided Size Weight Power Cost
TCAS Range, Altitude × × × ×
ADS-B Position, Altitude, Velocity × × × ×
Radar Range, Bearing × × × ×
EO System Azimuth, Elevation
√ √ √ √
Acoustic System Azimuth, Elevation
√ √ √ √
Infrared Sensor Azimuth, Elevation
√ √ √ √
LIDAR Range × × × ×
*Note:
√
: applicable; ×: not applicable
Figure 2.1: Illustration of typical sensing devices.
2.2 Survey on Collision Detection Approaches
According to the data sources from sensing devices, the data process has been devel-
oped to estimate motion and project the states into the future in order to predict whether a
conﬂict will occur. The dimension of sensing environment can be categorized into 2D hor-
izontal plane, 2D vertical plane, and 3D state information, respectively. Burgess, Altman,
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and Wood (1994) proposed a resolution advisory through estimating the 2D horizontal miss
distance at closest approach. Using a radar altimeter to generate 2D vertical data, a basic
Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) on-board an aircraft provides distinctive aural
warning to a ﬂight crew when the aircraft is in close proximity to ground terrain (Breen,
1999). A 3D geometric approach is adopted in (Carbone, Ciniglio, Corraro, & Luongo,
2006) to determine the potential conﬂicts for non-cooperative aircraft.
The extrapolation method as the main component of collision detection is developed to
project the current states of UAV and encounter into the near future. Three extrapolation
methods have been identiﬁed as nominal method, worst case, and probabilistic. The three
methods are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Collision detection method.
In the nominal method, the future trajectory is directly generated through current states
of UAV without directly considering the possibility of any uncertainty or change (Kuchar
& Yang, 2000). In situations where the trajectory of aircraft can be predictable, the nominal
method is accurate and straightforward to be deployed. Nominal projection is based on the
assumption that aircraft will behave as expectation.
The other method is the worst case projection which assumes that an aircraft will per-
form in any range of maneuvers. A conﬂict will be predicted when any one of these ma-
neuvers could cause a conﬂict. The worst case projection can produce a swath of potential
trajectories to be monitored whether a conﬂict will take place. Wollkind, Valasek, and
Ioerger (2004) deployed non-cooperative game theoretic angle to solve for solutions that
work in worst case scenarios.
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In the probabilistic method, uncertainties are modeled to describe potential variations
in the future trajectory of the aircraft. To construct this model, all possible trajectories are
generated and each trajectory is evaluated by the probability function. The probabilistic
method is the most general one as a trade-off between the nominal method and the worst
case prediction. For the probabilistic conﬂict detection, UAV is modeled as a point mass
with uncertain states that are not allowed to enter a known conﬂict zone. Wang, Hussein,
and Erwin (2011) computed the conﬂict probability for complex aircraft actions in clut-
tered environment, using upper bound calculation and assumption of Gaussian distributed
aircraft states.
2.3 Survey on Collision Avoidance Approaches
With the information of intruders returned by sensors and collision detection result, a
conﬂict resolution must be applied to resolve the conﬂict. The function of the conﬂict reso-
lution stage can be expressed either as an advisory system, which provides the appropriate
commands that are required to avoid the threats, or as a feedback system with the ability to
monitor if the conﬂicts have been resolved or not. Many studies have been carried out to
solve the collision avoidance problem in airspace to improve the performance for UAV, the
categories of the existing collision avoidance approaches developed for UAV are illustrated
in Fig. 2.3. The details of each class are discussed in the following.
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Figure 2.3: Categories of UAV collision avoidance approaches.
2.3.1 Sampling-Based Collision Avoidance Approaches
Following the scheme of sampling-based approaches, the collision avoidance is ex-
ploited to ﬁnd a feasible trajectory within a limited quantity of candidates from a continu-
ous state space. Based on the scheme of the search algorithms, this sort of methods can be
divided into two parts: deterministic and probabilistic methods, respectively.
Deterministic Search Approaches
To search the minimum-time path, the overall state space of the UAV is discretized into a
ﬁnite set of points. Using a virtual moving target, the optimal path from an initial position
and orientation to a ﬁnal position and orientation for an airplane with a bounded turning
rate in the presence of a constant wind was presented in (McGee & Hedrick, 2007). Mod-
eling UAV as a particle moving at a constant air-relative speed and with symmetric bounds
on turn rate, a minimum-time path in the horizontal plane is derived using trochoidal paths
and straight segments (Techy & Woolsey, 2009). Yokoyama and Ochi (2009) described
two types of path planning with the ability to calculate the paths between two waypoints
under constant wind conditions for skid-to-turn UAVs. One type is a rigorous optimiza-
tion algorithm based on the Euler-Lagrange formulation and the minimum principle with
analytical integration of the path. The other is a fast algorithm describing the path by two
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circular arcs connected by a line segment or another circular arc in the air mass frame,
which is similar to the Dubins path. Formulating the general aircraft visual reconnaissance
problem as static ground targets in terrain, the path planning problem can be reduced as
the Polygon-Visiting Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (PVDTSP) and a shortest planar
closed tour can therefore be derived by visiting at least one point in each of a set of poly-
gons (Obermeyer, Oberlin, & Darbha, 2012). To solve the scenarios where targets are close
together and polygons may overlap signiﬁcantly, a Finite One-in-Set Traveling Salesmen
Problem (FOTSP) based roadmap is constructed to approximate a PVDTSP. With respect
to the above cited references, the impacts of winds and constraints of UAV are taken into
consideration at the unit of path planning. However, the problem of avoiding intruders is
not solved. Due to the roadmap that is only dependent on a priori knowledge, this type of
approach may not be appropriate for path planning in the event of encountering aircraft.
Based on the on-board camera, UAV can maintain a coverage map, thus UAV path can be
planned in real time. Following the proposed framework, a priori knowledge is no longer
required for the detailed knowledge of the workspace (Paull, Thibault, Nagaty, Seto, & Li,
2014).
Probabilistic Search Approaches
Several probability approaches have been devoted and successfully applied to path plan-
ning. The probabilistic roadmap planner consists of two phases: preprocessing and query
processing. In preprocessing phase, the conﬁguration space of UAV is randomly sampled
into a one-dimensional graph and a feasible path is derived by connecting these conﬁg-
urations to other nearby conﬁgurations. The query phase connects the original and goal
conﬁgurations to the roadmap. Extending the tree by a pre-deﬁned motion primitive set,
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) as a randomized data structure is developed to pro-
duce a collision-free path, which can satisfy the speciﬁed approach direction and arrival
time constraints (Frazzoli, Dahleh, Feron, et al., 2001). In Yu, Beard, and Byrne (2010),
a randomized, incremental roadmap building algorithm is capable of dealing with the sys-
tem’s dynamics in the presence of moving obstacles. This roadmap approach takes into
account the dynamic constraints on the vehicle’s motion. To cope with uncertain dynamic
obstacles, a RRT based path planner integrated with the chance constraint framework is
proposed in (Kothari & Postlethwaite, 2013) accounting for uncertainty. Cooperated with a
number of heuristics, the proposed path planning improves the computational speed. Con-
sidering the partial detection in the form of a task difﬁculty map, a Gaussian mixture model
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based mode goodness ratio heuristic (Lin & Goodrich, 2014) is proposed to search for ef-
fective paths through the parameter space at different levels of resolution.
2.3.2 Decoupled Collision Avoidance Approaches
The philosophy of this approach can be separated into two units. The ﬁrst unit is aimed
at constructing a discrete trajectory in the conﬁguration space, which is solved by the rele-
vant algorithms, such as probabilistic roadmap, Voronoi approach. Based on the resulting
path, the feasible trajectory is then generated taking into account the dynamical constraints
of UAV as the second unit. The advantage of decoupled path planning methods is that the
computational efﬁciency can be guaranteed. The disadvantage is that the completeness and
optimality of the proposed path is difﬁcult to be proven.
Two-Step Approaches
In the ﬁrst step, an optimal trajectory is obtained under the speciﬁc constraints. The second
step is deployed to ensure the safe ﬂight of UAV in airspace. A global discrete search strat-
egy for real-time generations of four-dimensional trajectories is deployed for a single UAV
(Yang & Zhao, 2004). The ﬁrst step is to represent the obstacles and potential conﬂicts
by several basic shapes and their combination, and deﬁne mathematical conditions that en-
sure the safe ﬂight. Then successor point is generated by the A∗ search scheme which can
avoid all speciﬁed obstacles and stay within limits of dynamic vehicle motion constraints.
In Vachtsevanos, Tang, Drozeski, and Gutierrez (2005), two steps exploited in the path
planning are presented for a rotary-wing UAV. At the initial step, A∗ search algorithm is
deployed for the search of the optimal path from the original to the terminal point under
the constraints of distance, hazard, and UAV maneuvering. Then, the planned trajectory
is further smoothed by a route ﬁlter. Based on the probabilistic risk in the surrounding
area with respect to the UAV’s current position, the algorithm proposed in (Y. Kim, Gu, &
Postlethwaite, 2008) produces a series of waypoints out of the threat area and converges to
a given target point ﬁnally. The proposed approach to path planning that can resolve the
transition issue is also suitable for fully autonomous UAV applications. The problem when
one can switch back to the ﬁrst phase is addressed as well. In Karelahti, Virtanen, and
O¨stro¨m (2008), two steps are involved in the path planning. Using an integration inverse
method, a near-optimal aircraft trajectory is evaluated at the ﬁrst step with a sophisticated
ﬁve-degree-of-freedom performance model. At the second phase, the parameters affecting
the optimization and inverse simulation are adjusted correspondingly. Taking into account
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the fuel or time constraints as actual optimization constraints, the initial path is produced
(Ogren & Winstrand, 2008). Risk estimates of individual path segments in the planning
are subsequently considered in second phase of path planning, which aim at maximizing
an estimate of the overall mission success rate. The avoidance problem modeled by the
branch-and-bound approach is exploited by two steps. Based on the decision between
passing an obstacle clockwise or counterclockwise, a geometric branching strategy is de-
veloped in the ﬁrst phase. At the second phase, the resulting subproblems are solved by
constructing simple solutions on each chosen side. However, the optimal trajectories pro-
duced by (Eele & Richards, 2009) are constrained to avoid ﬁxed obstacles. The concept
of path planning with obstacle avoidance in (Dai & Cochran, 2010) is to ﬁrstly utilize the
Voronoi graph to generate an initial path, and secondly reﬁne the initial path by a simpliﬁed
parameter-identiﬁcation procedure in cluttered environment.
Discrete C-Space Interpolated with Polynomial Arcs
The philosophy of this approach is that ﬁrstly a discrete planner is carried out to generate
an ordered set of waypoints, ﬁtted with a polynomial arcs based spline, and then the path
produced by circular arc segments and straight segments is without violating the accel-
eration constraints (Chamseddine, Zhang, Rabbath, & Theilliol, 2012). In Chamseddine,
Zhang, Rabbath, Join, and Theilliol (2012), the proposed algorithms of path planning and
re-planning are appropriate in the presence of faults, which are validated by ﬂight tests of
a quadrotor UAV.
2.3.3 Numerical Optimization Approaches
A collision avoidance problem is modeled as a numerical optimization problem us-
ing mathematical programming methods, which aims at deriving a collision-free trajectory
from the initial point to the destination. The numerical optimization approaches to the
collision avoidance can be brieﬂy divided into ﬁve categories: Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (MILP), Nonlinear Programming (NP), Dynamic Programming (DP), Quadratic
Programming (QP).
MILP Based Method
MILP represents the problem of collision avoidance as an optimization problem with a se-
ries of constraints. The objective function is to minimize the time required for traveling
through waypoints. MILP approach integrated with indirect branch-and-bound optimiza-
tion reformulates the collision avoidance problem in a linearized form, and a commercial
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software is carried out to solve the MILP problem (Schrijver, 1998). MILP can extend
continuous linear programming to include binary or integer decision variables to encode
logical constraints and discrete decisions together with UAV dynamics. In Raghunathan,
Gopal, Subramanian, Biegler, and Samad (2004), the UAV collision-free trajectory gener-
ation is formulated as a 3D optimization problem under certain conditions in the Euclidean
space, characterized by a set of decision variables, a set of constraints and the objective
function. MILP is used within a receding horizon framework to form aircraft trajectories
with a minimum fuel cost to mitigate persistent contrail formation (Campbell, Bragg, &
Neogi, 2013). In Radmanesh, Kumar, Nemati, and Sarim (2015), MILP is used for obtain-
ing optimal trajectory from a global perspective for a group of vehicles simultaneously. In
Borrelli, Subramanian, Raghunathan, and Biegler (2006), the tasks of avoidance of obsta-
cles and waypoint navigation are incorporated as constraints in the MILP problem with the
cost function that incorporates the time and energy required for completing the task. Taking
into account the quadrotor dynamics, current states, and current control inputs, the future
trajectory of the vehicle is estimated to avoid conﬂicts (Israelsen et al., 2014). With the
increase of obstacles and dynamic constraints, the computation complexity is remarkably
increasing.
NP Based Method
The process of NP is to produce trajectories to maintain the safety distance between each
aircraft while minimizing the speciﬁed objective function. Modeling the aircraft as nonlin-
ear point-mass with cylindrical protection zone, the three-dimensional coordinated maneu-
vers for resolution of conﬂicts are presented by NP in (Jain & Tsiotras, 2008). In Geiger
et al. (2008), the optimal control problem of ﬁnding trajectories that minimize a certain
objective function while maintaining the safe separation of the UAV are solved by NP. The
trajectory optimization with the constraints of system states and control inputs is formulated
as a NP problem (Williams, 2009). The automatic calculation of a suitable nonuniform grid
is proposed to solve the nonlinear programming problem. The path generated by direct col-
location with nonlinear programming can produce maximal surveillance time of a moving
or constant ground target. Moreover, the generated path takes into account the aircraft per-
formance or mission constraints. Representing state equations and interpolation by local
Hermite interpolating polynomials and the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points, NP is capable
of solving the path optimization problem (Ketema & Zhao, 2010). To plan a feasible tra-
jectory for MAV in winds, the controllability of a desired target point and the reachable set
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from a given trajectory point are solved by NP (Tisdale, Kim, & Hedrick, 2009). Gradient-
based nonlinear programming method is presented in (Patel & Goulart, 2011) to derive
avoidance trajectories for aircraft with computation times sufﬁciently fast for the real-time
system. Raghunathan et al. (2004) proved the capability of receding-horizon path planning
to perform autonomous search and localization in a cooperative setting.
DP Based Method
The principle of DP is to divide the optimization problem into smaller sub-problems until
a simple case is reached that can be easily solved. The solution of the DP based path
planning is to calculate a shortest path from the original point to a target point over a group
of connected nodes without entering non-ﬂy zone. The stochastic dynamic programming is
used in (Jorris & Cobb, 2008) to resolve conﬂicts and to control data gathering actions that
can improve decision-making. Following the principle of DP, an autonomous trajectory
planner in (Gu, Snider, Dolan, & Lee, 2013) is proposed to generate a minimum-time
trajectory with safety terminal and state constraints.
QP Based Method
The philosophy of QP is to produce a trajectory for cooperative attack whilst the system dy-
namics and sensor performance are taken into consideration. Yokoyama (2012) applies the
QP to generate paths for avoiding turbulent regions in real time using information obtained
by an on-board Doppler LIDAR. QP provides a complete solution to the obstacle-free-path-
generation problem for a UAV in the real-time implementation (Jung & Tsiotras, 2013). To
form a communication network to multiple targets with given radio communication capaci-
ties, QP based path planning algorithm is proposed for automatic initialization and optimal
reconﬁguration of the communication topology in case of failures or several radio paths.
2.3.4 Artiﬁcial Heuristic Approaches
By mimicking the natural evolution process, Artiﬁcial Heuristic approaches have been
employed to optimize a trajectory bypassing all intruders. The relevant methods include
Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artiﬁcial Bee Colony Opti-
mization (ABCO), and Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO), respectively.
GA Based Approach
Initiating from the process of natural revolution, GA is a heuristic search that can be poten-
tially used to address a path planning optimization problem. The advantages of GA is that
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there is no need to compute the gradient of the cost or the constraint functions. The ﬁtness
of each individual solution is evaluated by objective function (Winter, Periaux, Galan, &
Cuesta, 1996). A new population of trajectories is consequently generated using a series
of genetics based operations. A modiﬁed GA-based ofﬂine/online path planner is used to
calculate a curved path line in a 3D rough terrain environment (Nikolos & Tsourvelouds,
2009). The authors in (Pehlivanoglu, 2012) exploit GA to optimize the path of UAV ﬂying
over a given terrain. An optimization algorithm called multi-frequency vibrational genetic
algorithm is used to solve the path planning problems of autonomous UAVs. In Ergezer
and Leblebicioglu (2013), GA is applied to maximize the collected information from the
desired regions, while avoiding ﬂying over forbidden regions and reaching the destination.
PSO Based Approach
PSO is a population-based algorithm that mimics the social behaviors of animals. The prin-
ciple of PSO can be described as following. The method applies the approach of problem
solving in groups. Each solution consists of set of parameters and represents a point in
multi-dimensional space. The solution is called particle and the group of particles (popu-
lation) is called swarm. Each particle has a corresponding velocity and moves around in
the search-space. During each iteration, the particles are updated following the rule that
is the best known position in the search-space as well as the entire swarm’s best known
position. The global search is performed by the PSO algorithm at the beginning and local
search. The collision-free trajectory is formulated as a hybrid optimization problem taking
into account the constraints of UAV dynamics, environment and real-time requirements.
Considering the nonlinear model and performance constraints, feasible trajectories are pro-
duced by PSO (Karimi & Pourtakdoust, 2013) to avoid random threats arised sporadically
in the terrain. Path planning problem for UAV in different known and static environment
is solved by phase angle-encoded and quantum-behaved PSO (Fu, Ding, & Zhou, 2012).
In Fu, Ding, Zhou, and Hu (2013), UAV path planning in the presence of various threats
is solved by a hybrid differential evolution with quantum-behaved PSO. The advantages of
the improved PSO include faster convergence speed and stronger robustness.
ABCO Based Approach
ABCO algorithm is an optimization algorithm under the inspiration of collective behavior
on honey bees (Karaboga & Basturk, 2007). ABCO conducts both global search and local
search in each iteration, and as a result the probability of ﬁnding the optimal parameters
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is signiﬁcantly increased, which can efﬁciently avoid local optimum to a large extent. Im-
proved by a balance-evolution strategy, a novel ABCO (Li, Gong, & Yang, 2014) is applied
to obtain an optimal ﬂight route with the threats and constraints in the combat ﬁeld well
considered. Xu, Duan, and Liu (2010) proposed a ABCO-based path planner to gener-
ate a feasible ﬂight path under complex combat environment for Uninhabited Combat Air
Vehicles (UCAVs).
BBO Based Approach
BBO is a novel population-based optimization algorithm (Simon, 2008). The basic idea
of BBO is inﬂuenced by the geographical distribution of species over time and space.
Similarly to other artiﬁcial heuristic algorithms, the search agent in BBO is called habi-
tat. Each habitat is assigned a vector of habitants, representing as a possible solution for
the proposed problem. Global optimum is searched by two steps: migration and muta-
tion. Solutions are maintained from one iteration to the next, and the solutions can also
be improved by migration. An optimal or near-optimal ﬂight path is generated by a novel
Chaotic Predator-Prey Biogeography-Based Optimization (CPPBBO) approach to ensure
UCAV avoid hostile threats and safely reach an intended target with minimum fuel cost.
The chaos theory and the concept of predator-prey are integrated in the migration operation
to enhance the global convergence of the BBO algorithm (Zhu & Duan, 2014).
2.3.5 Other Methods
Potential Field Approaches
Potential Field based path planning is a virtual electric ﬁeld approach. The obstacle-charges
in the workspace of the UAV exert a repulsive effect on the UAV while the desired target-
charge position has an attractive effect on the UAV center position. As a result, it is pop-
ularly applied for path planning of collision avoidance. An analytically tractable potential
ﬁeld model of free space is presented in (Chuang & Ahuja, 1998). Object paths going
through narrow areas of free space without obstacle can be guaranteed subsequently. Con-
sidering the situation where the workspace of a robot cannot be segmented into geomet-
rical subregions, the Gamma-Harmonic Potential Field (GHPF) approach is adaptable to
avoid zero-probability (deﬁnite threat) regions and the convergence to the goal are pro-
vided ﬁnally (Masoud et al., 2012). Provided that positions of the UAVs are detected au-
tonomously, collision avoidance between the UAVs and other geographical obstacles are
addressed by potential ﬁelds in (Campbell et al., 2013).
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NP with Artiﬁcial Techniques
Since single type of path planning method has its own advantages and disadvantages, the
combined approaches have received a growing interest around the problem of path plan-
ning. With the help of artiﬁcial techniques (Yu, Cao, & Zhang, 2011), the NP based
path planning presents an improvement in a real-time calculation aspect. In Subbarao and
Shippey (2009), the initial guesses were obtained by GA, while the minimum-time trajec-
tory is generated by NP. With the advantage of offering accurate computation of gradients,
NP is applied to approximate the objective functions and system dynamics (Geiger & Horn,
2012). Since there is no need of the formulation of analytical gradients, the method is more
easily extended to complex applications with different objective functions and constraints.
2.3.6 Summary
Trajectory planning to avoid threats is inspired by mission constraints, vehicles char-
acteristics and mission environment. A large amount of path planning approaches have
been developed to generate feasible maneuvers while UAV is still following its mission.
Sampling-based algorithms rely on a collision-detection module, providing information
about the feasibility of candidate trajectories, and connect a set of points sampled from the
obstacle-free space in order to build a road-map of feasible trajectories. The road-map is
then used to construct the solution to the collision avoidance problem. Decoupled trajec-
tory planning algorithm computes a discrete path through the conﬁguration space as the
ﬁrst step. The resulting path is then used as the basis for the generation of a trajectory that
is feasible for dynamics-constrained UAV. Numerical optimization trajectory planning ﬁnd
an optimum collision-free trajectory to a goal point based on the predeﬁned cost functions.
Artiﬁcial heuristic methods deal with a set of solutions in each of iteration and ﬁnally de-
rive an optimum collision-free trajectory of UAV. According to (Goerzen, Kong, & Mettler,
2010), the problem of trajectory planning is considered as the optimization process com-
bining a kinematic model with a set of cost metrics. An optimal resolution strategy is then




The speciﬁc problem to be formulated for collision avoidance is how a UAV is being
navigated from a start position to a destination, while bypassing intruders.
3.1 UAV Dynamics
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the beginning unit of S&A system is to model the ﬂight dynamics.
Developing and testing a set of differential equations able to describe aircraft-dynamic
behaviors under a given set of commands would provide a useful tool to verify design
choices in simulation.
In order to clarify the meaning of the differential equations presented further, the def-
inition of the principal reference systems exploited in the model will be brieﬂy recalled
(De Filippis, 2012):
• Body Frame: this frame has origin in the aircraft center of gravity, x axis is aligned
with body fuselage axis, y axis is perpendicular to the previous one and directed
along right wing, z axis is completing the orthogonal frame and directed along wing
top-bottom direction.
• Wind Frame: this frame has origin in the aircraft center of gravity, x axis is aligned
with relative-wind speed, y axis is perpendicular to the previous one and directed on
the right, z axis is completing the orthogonal frame and directed downward.
• Local-Vertical Frame: this frame has origin in the aircraft center of gravity, x axis
is in the north direction, y axis is perpendicular to the previous one and in the east
direction, z axis is completing the orthogonal frame, aligned with gravitational force
and directed downward.
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• Ground Frame: this frame has origin in a ﬁxed point on the Earth, x axis is coinci-
dent with longitude axis, y axis is perpendicular to the previous one and coincident
with latitude axis, z axis is completing the orthogonal frame, aligned with gravita-
tional force in the origin and directed upward.
In this paper, equations of motion are written in body frame assuming ﬂat earth and
neglecting revolution on its orbit and rotation along its axis. These assumptions allow to
neglect some terms in the equations of forces and moments. Then the following systems
are obtained.
The decoupled lateral and longitudinal equations are deployed to model the UAV dy-
namics based on Euler-Lagrange (EL) formalism (Akmeliawati & Mareels, 2010). Lateral
dynamics is proposed to achieve the stability of motion at horizontal plane with two control
input δr and δa. Other inputs about longitudinal dynamics are set to the equilibrium point
of UAV at 80 m/s airspeed. Combining with roll and yaw motions, the lateral dynamics














represents the aircraft inertial with respect to x and z directions. The
limits of the aileron deﬂection δa and the rudder deﬂection δr satisfy:{
−25◦ < δa < 25◦







is the input matrix contributed by the drag, lift and side force.
The parameters of ML,u are extracted from the model described in (Magni, Bennani, &
Terlow, 1997). Assuming θ is ﬁxed to 0.0284 rad, the components of ML,u are expressed
as:
Mφ,δa = −630.63V 2A cos(θ) cos(ψ),
Mφ,δr = 231.231V
2





Mψ,δr = −231.231V 2A sin(θ)− 634.41378V 2A cos(φ) cos(θ).
Based on Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and the aerodynamic coefﬁcients given in (Magni et al., 1997),









= −1051.05 cos θ cosψ(−1.4β + 6.6(−11φ˙+ 11ψ˙ sin θ + 5ψ˙ cosφ cos θ − 5θ˙ sinφ)
/VA)V
2
A − 1051.05(sinφ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ)(−0.4461− 2.1505α− 92.4424(θ˙ cosφ
+ ψ˙ sinφ cos θ)/VA + 0.11(6.0723α + 1.0656 + 24.6016(θ˙ cosφ+ ψ˙ sinφ cos θ)/VA)
cos(α) + 0.11(0.13 + 0.07(5.5α + 0.654)2) sinα)V 2A − 1051.05(cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ






= −1051.05 cos θ cosψ(−1.4β + 6.6(−11φ˙+ 11ψ˙ sin θ + 5ψ˙ cosφ cos θ − 5θ˙ sinφ)
/VA)V
2
A − 1051.05 sinφ cos θ(−0.4461− 2.1505α− 92.4424(θ˙ cosφ+ ψ˙ sinφ cos θ)/VA
+ 0.11(6.0723α + 1.0656 + 24.6016(θ˙ cosφ+ ψ˙ sinφ cos θ)/VA) cos(α) + 0.11(0.13+
0.07(5.5α + 0.654)2) sinα)V 2A − 1051.05 cosφ cos θ((1− 3.8197α)β + 6.6(1.7φ˙− 1.7
ψ˙ sin θ − 11.5ψ˙ cosφ cos θ + 11.5θ˙ sinφ)/VA − 0.176β)V 2A ,
(4)
where β is the sideslip angle, α is the angle of attack and VA is the airspeed, respectively.
For the vertical plane, the longitudinal dynamics is constructed with fast dynamics re-
lated to the pitch motion and slow dynamics along x−z axis. Considering the pitch motion




= Mθ,δeδe +Mθ,δthδth, (5)
where Iy is the aircraft inertial, Mθ,δeδe − ∂F∂θ˙ describes the pitch moment relied on the
elevator, and Mθ,δthδth is the moment derived from the thrust. And the slow dynamics with









+mg = Mz,δeδe +Mz,δthδth, (7)
where m is the aircraft mass. As indicated in Fig. 3.1, (x, z) is the position of UAV with
respect to the center of gravity in the inertial axis, where the positive x-direction points east
and positive z-direction points upside. The elevator deﬂection δe and the throttle angle δth
are bounded by:
{
−25◦ < δe < 10◦
−0.5◦ < δth < 10◦
.








Mx,δe = −121.52z˙V Mx,δth = 19.62m cos(θ),
Mz,δe = 121.52x˙V Mz,δth = 19.62m sin(θ),
Mθ,δe = −2925.47V 2 Mθ,δth = 37.278m.







= (25.47x˙V +337.21x˙V α2+80.20x˙V α+967.02z˙V α+169.70z˙V )+3917.80z˙θ˙, (8)
∂F
∂z˙




= (1539.73V 2α + 345.69V 2 − 244.82V 2α3 − 58.22V 2α2) + 94317.23V θ˙, (10)
where x˙ and z˙ are the velocity along x-axis and z-axis, V =
√
x˙2 + z˙2, α = θ - γ, γ =
arctan(z˙/x˙).
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Figure 3.1: A model of forces in UAV inertial frame.
3.2 Formulation
Tracing back to Fig. 1.1, collision avoidance maneuvers rely on the parameters from
the conﬂict detection process. It determines that the UAV trajectory has to be re-planned or
not for avoiding collisions. The miss distance following the closest point approach (Park,
Oh, & Tahk, 2008) is investigated to deﬁne the conﬂict in this study. If the predicted miss
distance between the UAV and the intruder is smaller than the minimum separation distance
within a speciﬁc block of time, the collision will occur. It is also assumed that intruders
follow the prescribed trajectories without any avoidance maneuver. The intruder velocity
can therefore be calculated. The relative motion of the UAV and one intruder is indicated
in Fig. 3.2.
Following the procedure of the closest approach distance, the miss distance vector 
Dm
can be derived as:

Dm = 
Vr × ( 
D × Vˆr), (11)
where 
D is the distance vector locating Intruder with respect to UAV, and the unit vector

























Figure 3.2: The relative motion of a UAV and an Intruder.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.2, the miss distance vector 






VA) = 0. (15)












As uncertainties exist in sensing, the conﬂict detection approach should take into account
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the sensor measurement noises. In this paper, the position, velocity, and attitude variables
are modeled by Gaussian distributions (Krozel, Peters, & Hunter, 1997). A conﬂict is
deﬁned by evaluating the probability P that at time instant τ the derived miss distance
‖Dm‖ is less than or equal to the required minimum separation distance Dsafe:












where σr is the standard deviation of the sensor measurement noises, Dm is the mean of
the miss distance 
Dm.
If the following two conditions:
(1) τ is positive, and
(2) P (conflict) is greater than PNa ( PNa is the probability of no action),
are simultaneously satisﬁed, a collision will occur between the UAV and Intruder. After
conﬂicts between intruders are determined, the conﬂict resolution is to ensure the safe
ﬂight in airspace. The collision avoidance for a UAV is initialized by modeling the ﬂying
environment. Considering the airspace as a grid system where each grid point is regarded
as a waypoint, the environment of accommodating UAV position and predicted collisions
is represented as S. All predicted collisions in S are shown as the set Col, which is denoted
as follows:
Col = Col1, Col2, ..., Colm.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, the trajectory is to connect segments from a starting point to the
destination, which can be described as:
L = 
L1 + 
L2 + ...+ 
Ln, (18)
where 
Li is the vector of ith segment to link with two waypoints. Therefore, the set L can
be rewritten as:
L = P1 + P2 + ...+ Pi, (19)
where Pi is the discrete point of the orderly grid.
To evaluate the performance of collision avoidance, the cost function F of each step is
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d(Pi, Pi+1)× Jt. (21)
If the vector
−−−−→
PiPi+1 is far away from the safety zone of Colm, the cost is derived as Eq.
(20). If vector
−−−−→
PiPi+1 crosses the safety zone of Colm, the cost is instead described as Eq.




(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2 + (zi+1 − zi)2. (22)
(xi, yi, zi) is the position of the UAV, (xi+1, yi+1, zi+1) describes the UAV’s next position.
For the sake of UAV safely evading threats, dynamic constraints to prevent the UAV
from developing into an irreversible state should be considered. With respect to the studied
UAV, the limit of the pitch angle and the pitch rate are bounded by
{
−25◦ < θ < 30◦
−5◦/s < θ˙ < 5◦/s ,
the roll angle and the roll rate should be within following ranges
{
−23◦ < φ < 23◦
−3◦/s < φ˙ < 3◦/s .
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Figure 3.3: Grid-based trajectory representation.
3.3 Summary
CPA is required to project the states of UAV and intruders into the future in order to
predict whether a conﬂict will occur. When a conﬂict is predicted to occur, the action
implemented to avoid collisions is considered necessary. The objective of the collision
avoidance is to produce a feasible trajectory with the minimum cost under the dynamic
constraints of the UAV.
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Chapter 4
Sense and Collision Avoidance of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using
Differential Geometric Guidance and
Flatness Approach
4.1 Differential Geometric Guidance (DGG) Based Colli-
sion Resolution
Geometric methods use the geometric properties of aircraft trajectories and utilize po-
sition and velocity vectors of all or some of the aircraft involved in the encounter. In
order to predict a conﬂict, geometric methods compare velocity vectors of aircraft with
those of obstacles. Geometric methods provide information about the geometry of conﬂict
to the guidance algorithm, so conﬂict resolution strategies can be derived. Geometrical
approaches consider in many cases the whole trajectory of the airplane while it avoids ob-
served solution. Various approaches optimize given objective function while to search for
the proper evasion trajectory.
An algorithm based on DGG is proposed to generate a reasonable reference of heading
angle for a UAV to avoid a face-to-face conﬂict. The conﬂict resolution algorithm should
guarantee that ‖Dm‖ is greater than or equal to the minimum separation distance Dsafe.
The work herein only considers the following condition:
‖Dm‖ = Dsafe. (23)
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As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, when distance between two aircraft equals to R (detection dis-
tance), according to right-of-way rules, the reference heading angle of UAV-B ψr is:
ψr = ψi + ψ, (24)
where ψi is the initial heading angle of UAV-B. ψ denotes the angle between the sight line








It should be emphasized that when UAV-B reaches the point along the new ﬂight path that
is out of safety bounds of Aircraft-A, a new maneuver is performed to subtract 2ψ from
current heading angle. Finally, a heading change of ψ is performed to drive UAV-B back to
its original ﬂight path.
Figure 4.1: Geometry of collision resolution.
However, there exists a potential collision hazard if ψ is a same value even when the
speed of intruder is different from that of UAV. In response to this practical issue, ψ is
replaced by
ψ∗ = ρψ, (26)




If the demand of heading angle is known, the UAV-B is required to avoid collision by
following the planned path, while the physical constraints have to be respected as well. A
ﬂatness-based path planner is proposed for such a purpose, which is considered as an appro-
priate method for real-time requirement. Differential ﬂatness theory was introduced in the
late 1980s by Michel Fliess and co-researchers. Since then, they keep on being developed
and on providing efﬁcient solutions to advanced control and state estimation problems. A
basic property of differentially ﬂat systems is that through a change of variables they can
be transformed to an equivalent description, which is the linear canonical form.
4.2.1 Differential Flatness Based Approach
A ﬂatness-based nonlinear system is deﬁned as following:
{
x˙ = f(x, u)
y = h(x)
, (27)
where x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rm represent system states and control inputs, respectively. The
system is ﬂat only if ﬂat output F ∈ Rm fulﬁlls the requirements such as
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
x = Ξ1(F, F˙ , , F
(n−1))
y = Ξ2(F, F˙ , , F
(n−1))
u = Ξ3(F, F˙ , , F
(n−1))
, (28)
where Ξ1,Ξ2,Ξ3 are three smooth mappings and F (i) is the ith derivative of F . Since
collision resolution method concerns heading angle only, the system is ﬂat when ﬂat output
Fi = ψ. Let F ∗1 be the reference trajectory for the ﬂat output F1, then the heading angle
with respect to reference trajectory is F ∗1 = ψ
∗.
The parameterization of the heading angle ψ in functional of the ﬂat output F
(Chamseddine, Zhang, Rabbath, & Theilliol, 2012) is important in the path planning prob-
lem: the heading angle to be applied during a mission can be expressed in the desired
path. Hence, the proﬁle of the path can be tuned to keep the heading angle below the ﬂight
envelope constraints.
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4.2.2 Trajectory Planning under UAV Constraints
Collision avoidance may require aggressive maneuvers. However, the constraints of
actuators may interfere with the system stability in this situation. To address this problem,
it is necessary to limit the range of the maximal heading angle rate and minimal settling
time during the ﬂight.
In this work, second-order system is deployed to deﬁne the reference trajectory. The
natural frequency is approximated as a function of the settling time. The settling time
is then tuned so that system constraints are respected. The second-order system based
reference trajectory allows to calculate in a straightforward manner.
A reference trajectory is deﬁned as:
F¨ ∗1 (t) = −2ξωnF˙ ∗1 (t)− ω2nF ∗1 (t) + ω2nr1(t), (29)
where ξ is the damping ratio, ωn is the natural frequency, r1(t) is the reference along ψ di-
rection. Moreover, assuming a critically damped system ξ = 1 with zero initial conditions,
the solution of reference model can be derived as:
F ∗1 (t) = [1− (1 + ωnt)e−ωnt]ψ. (30)
According to (Chamseddine, Zhang, Rabbath, Join, & Theilliol, 2012), the relationship




where ts is the settling time of the desired heading angle. Thus, Eq. (30) can be rewritten
as







Since F ∗1 = ψ
∗, one can obtain:






To determine the settling time of the heading angle, the time derivative of the heading angle



















By setting Eq. (35) to zero, one can obtain the maximal heading angle rate when t = ts
5.83
.





To make sure that |ψ˙∗| ≤ ω∗max (ω∗max is the maximal heading rate), ts has to satisfy:
ts ≥ | 5.83ψ
eω∗max
|. (37)




The simulation platform of this S&A study is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The Marinvent
Flight Simulator is used to mimic the Aircraft-A, whilst the developed S&A for UAV-B
is implemented in the laptop as shown in Fig. 4.2. The communication between the ﬂight
simulator and the laptop is through a Local Area Network (LAN). The intruder ﬂying in the
Flight Simulator follows the initial trajectory, which is set up by X-Plane without avoidance
maneuver. The laptop is conﬁgured with a 2.0 GHz Intel Core i7-4510U processor and 8
GB RAM.
4.3.2 Testing Scenarios
The original trajectories without conﬂict resolution are shown in Fig. 4.3. It is obvious
that the safety bounds of UAV-B is intersected with that of Aircraft-A if no S&A actions
are taken. In simulation studies, four scenarios are included. They are:
(1) Scenario 1: The initial ground speed of both Aircraft-A and UAV-B is 150 m/s
and the maximal heading angle rate of UAV-B is 2◦/s. The initial heading angles of
UAV-B and Aircraft-A are 161◦ and 352◦, respectively.
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(2) Scenario 2: Aircraft-A speeds up when UAV-B starts to avoid collisions. The rest of
initial conditions are the same as in Scenario 1.
(3) Scenario 3: Aircraft-A ﬂies at a maximum speed 180 m/s. The rest of initial condi-
tions are the same as in Scenario 1.
(4) Scenario 4: Aircraft-A speeds down when UAV-B starts to avoid collisions. The rest
of initial conditions are the same as in Scenario 1.
Figure 4.2: The platform for validating S&A scheme.
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Figure 4.3: Original trajectories without S&A.
4.3.3 Experimental Results and Evaluations
(1) Results of Scenario 1
As shown in Fig. 4.4(a), Aircraft-A and UAV-B ﬂy in the same speed. It is illustrated in
Fig. 4.4(b) that the heading angle starts to change at 70s. In addition, a second change
of heading angle takes place after 100s at the turning point where UAV-B is out of safety
bounds of Aircraft-A at the minimal relative distance. After the last turning, UAV-B is back
to the initial trajectory as well as heading angle recovering to the initial value.
Fig. 4.4(c) shows the path generated by the proposed method in three dimensions. The
red line represents the trajectory of the Aircraft-A, and the arrow illustrates the direction
the Aircraft-A heads to. The green lines show the trajectory of UAV-B, where the initial
direction is opposite to that of Aircraft-A. As can be seen in Fig. 4.4(c), when UAV-B
arrives at the turning point, UAV-B is out of safety bound of Aircraft-A, which means that
UAV-B avoids the collision successfully. The generated trajectory of UAV-B is smooth
thanks to ﬂatness-based path planning approach.
As indicated in Table 4.1, the minimum distances between Aircraft-A and UAV-B are al-
ways greater than the minimum safe separation of 1852m.
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Figure 4.4: Results in Scenario 1.






(2) Results of Scenario 2
As shown in Fig. 4.5(a), Aircraft-A speeds up during ﬂight, while UAV-B still keeps the
same speed. Based on Fig. 4.5(b), the heading angle of UAV-B is 1◦ bigger than Scenario
1 at ﬁrst turning. Eventually, UAV-B ﬂies back to the initial trajectory after last orienta-
tion adjustment. From Fig. 4.5(c), one can see that the safety bounds of UAV-B does not
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intersect with that of Aircraft-A at the relative minimal distance. Since the relative speed
increases, it determines that more aggressive avoidance actions have to be taken.
Figure 4.5: Results of Scenario 2.
(3) Results of Scenario 3
Fig. 4.6(a) indicates that Aircraft-A ﬂies at a maximum speed of 180 m/s, whilst UAV-
B still keeps the same speed. As illustrated in Fig. 4.6(b), because the relative velocity
increases signiﬁcantly, maximal heading angle is 3◦ bigger than in Scenario 1 to ensure
UAV-B avoids the intruder successfully. The radius of the turn of UAV-B is also larger
than that of Scenario 1. Based on Fig. 4.6(c), the developed S&A algorithm is capable of
ensuring the safe ﬂight of UAV-B in this case.
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Figure 4.6: Results of Scenario 3.
(4) Results of Scenario 4
In Scenario 4, Aircraft-A slows down when UAV-B starts its turning maneuver, as can
be observed in Fig. 4.7(a). From Fig. 4.7(b), since relative velocity decreases, maximal
heading angle is 4◦ smaller than that of Scenario 1 to ensure that safety bounds of UAV-B
is tangent with that of the intruder. It is indicated in Fig. 4.7(c) that the trajectory of UAV-B
is less aggressive than Scenario 1. Thus, the turning radius of UAV-B is smaller than that
of Scenario 1.
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Figure 4.7: Results of Scenario 4.
Interested readers are referred to the following NAV Lab YouTube Channel
for relevant experimental tests videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
S1vxWBMESUc.
4.4 Summary
This chapter describes the development of a S&A algorithm that can ensure an UAV
being able to avoid collisions autonomously. The developed path planner generates the
feasible trajectory using differential geometric guidance and ﬂatness techniques, where the
constraints of UAV dynamics are considered. The effectiveness of the developed scheme is
demonstrated by ﬂight tests carried out at the Marinvent Flight Simulator.
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Chapter 5
Sense and Collision Avoidance of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using
Biogeography Based Optimization
Approach
5.1 Collision Avoidance Algorithm
Multiple aircraft ﬂying in a shared airspace, such as landing phase, arise the risk of
conﬂict. Moreover, maintaining safety distance between different airplanes is required for
the UAV to complete a safe landing. To address this problem, a minimum cost based S&A
strategy is proposed to derive a collision-free trajectory from the initial point to the des-
tination. The procedure of collision avoidance in the landing phase can be separated into
two steps, including: 1) BBO-based path planning to produce a ﬂight path with the min-
imum distance cost; and 2) differential ﬂatness-based approach with consideration of the
UAV dynamic constraints to generate feasible reference trajectory. When the environment
is represented as a grid-based model, the solution of the collision avoidance problem can
be thereby considered as: selecting a set of waypoints for the UAV to minimize the ﬂight
distance and maximize the safety distance with intruders. The optimal path directing UAV
from the initial position to the pre-arranged destination is produced based on dynamic mi-
gration and mutation. A differential ﬂatness approach is then applied such that the physical
constraints of the UAV can be respected while the generated trajectory can be feasible.
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5.1.1 Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO)
BBO is a novel population-based optimization algorithm proposed in (Simon, 2008).
The basic idea of BBO is inﬂuenced by the geographical distribution of species over time
and space. Similarly to other artiﬁcial heuristic algorithms, the search agent in BBO is
called habitat. Each habitat is assigned a vector of habitants, representing as a possible
solution for the proposed problem. The ﬁtness and suitability of a habitat are deﬁned by
Habitat Suitability Index (HSI). The features of the characterized habitability are called
Suitability Index Variables (SIVs), which are equivalent to a gene in GA. In this study,
SIVs represent a sequence of discrete waypoints. A solution with high HSI is better than
that with low HSI. However, high HSI habitats with large amount of species are more likely
to emigrate to the low HSI habitats, while habitats with low HSI tend to immigrate species
from high HSI habitats. Motivated by this natural biogeography, sound solutions tend
to share their features with poor solutions, and poor solutions are more likely to accept
features from good solutions to increase its quality. The movement of species between
different habitats is determined by immigration rate (λ) and emigration rate (μ), formulated
as the functions of the number of species in the habitat. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, λ is
inversely proportional to the number of species and μ is proportional to the number of
species, which are both limited from 0 to 1. Smax is the largest number of species that a






λk = I × (1− k
Smax
), (39)
where k is the number of species in habitat, E, I are the maximum emigration rate and
immigration rate, respectively. For the research simplicity, it is assumed that E = I = 1,
then one can yield
λk + μk = E. (40)
The BBO method consists of two main functions: migration (including emigration and
immigration) and mutation.
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Figure 5.1: Simpliﬁed migration model of habitat.
Migration
The evolutionary procedure of migration is to arrange each solution Hi by immigrating
and emigrating features between solutions. Each Hi has its own immigration and emigra-
tion rates. A good solution has low λ and high μ, while a poor solution has the opposite
characters. After initialing a random set of solutions H = [H1, H2, ..., Hn], a solution Hi
is selected to be modiﬁed with the probability that is proportional to immigration rate λ.
To share features between solutions, the emigrating solution Hj is selected with the proba-
bility that is proportional to emigration rate μ. A randomly selected SIV in solution Hj is
choosen to migrate into Hi. Migration can be consequently expressed as:
Hi(SIV ) ← Hj(SIV ). (41)
The emigration operator is used to modify non-elite habitat. The elitism operation
is employed to preserve the elite habitat produced in the previous generation by setting
immigration rate λ to zero. In such a way, the best solution can be prevented from being
replaced after immigration. The detailed procedure of migration is shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Habitat modiﬁcation of BBO.
Mutation
Mutation is an event that replaces a solution’ SIV with a randomly selected SIV based
on a mutation rate. The mutation rate is derived by the function of the species count prob-




−(λs + μs)Ps + μs+1Ps+1, S = 0
−(λs + μs)Ps + λs−1Ps−1, S = Smax
−(λs + μs)Ps + λs−1Ps−1 + μs+1Ps+1.
1 ≤ S ≤ Smax − 1
(42)
The mutation rate of each solution, inversely proportional to the solution probability, is
formed as:
mi = mmax(1− Pi
Pmax
), (43)
where mmax, Pmax, and Pi are the maximum mutation rate, the maximum probability, and
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the solution probability, respectively. Following the mutation process, both high and low
HSI solutions are likely to be modiﬁed, by which the diversity of the population can be
enhanced. The BBO algorithm for mutaion is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
Remark 1. After a ﬁnite number of emigration and mutation in the population, the
best solution with the minimum cost is selected as the reference trajectory to evade multi-
ple intruders. Varing values of immigration rate λ and emigration rate μ can improve the
exploration ability in global optimization, reducing the computation cost of avoiding mul-
tiple collisions. Since features are interacted in the set of solution, the optimal trajectory
can be guaranteed in case of trapping in local minima. Randomly selecting a mutation rate
decreases the number of grid points searching in the ﬂight space, which is capable of solv-
ing multiple collisions resolution in real time. The elitism process prevents elite solutions
from disappearing during immigration. As compared to other artiﬁcial heuristic algorithms,
BBO can provide superior performance, especially in the case of multiple intruders.
Remark 2. As an excellent approach of conﬂict resolution under uncertainty, Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) guarantees UAV safety in uncertain and
dynamic environments (Ragi & Chong, 2013). Nevertheless, the disadvantage of POMDP
is recognized as the high computational complexity. The dimension of POMDP based so-
lution grows exponentially with the number of grid. As the grid number is increasing, the
convergence rate slows down while it becomes signiﬁcantly difﬁcult to generate an optimal
solution. As opposed to POMDP, BBO can provide superior performance in convergence.
By assigning different emigration and immigration rate to each habitat, the information
between habitats can be shared and the exploration is improved consequently. In the pro-
cess of generations, the low-HSI habitats accept the habitants living in high-HSI habitats,
allowing the high convergence rate of BBO.
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Figure 5.3: Habitat mutation of BBO.
5.1.2 The Integration of UAV Dynamics in the Planned Path
An optimal trajectory planned by BBO may require aggressive maneuvers, such as
sharp turning, suddenly climbing to a large altitude. However, each UAV has its own
physical constraints, which are indicated by the maximal Euler angular rates, turn radius,
and etc. Focusing on the differential ﬂatness algorithm, the proﬁle of the trajectory is tuned
to ensure that reference path from an initial position to a ﬁnal position is followed by UAV
smoothly. The physical constraints, including ﬂight envelope constraints and control input
constraints, are explicitly considered in this study.
Supposing a UAV to avoid collisions in longitudinal plane, the limit of pitch rate among
ﬂight envelope is taken into account ﬁrstly. Similar to the ﬂatness-based reference trajec-
tory given in Eq. (30), the reference trajectory is designed as:
θ∗(t) = [1− (1 + ωnt)e−ωnt]θ. (44)
In order to generate the parameterization of the pitch rate θ˙ in the ﬂat output, θ˙ is derived
according to the time derivative of Eq. (44):
θ˙∗(t) = ω2nθte
−ωnt. (45)
Based on the process of smoothing trajectory proposed in Chapter 4, the settling time of
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As indicated in Eq. (27), the stability is inﬂuenced by the states (ﬂight envelope) and
control inputs. Since the ﬂight envelope is limited by Eq. (46), it is necessary to impose
the bounds on the maximal control inputs to avoid the UAV from performing an unrealistic
maneuver.
The elevator plays an important role in the pitch angle change. Assuming that α = 0,








Similar to the calculation of θ˙max, the ﬁrst step for δe,max is to derive the time when the
maximal δe will take place. Using the time derivative of Eq. (47), δ˙e
∗



























t− 2)θe− 5.83ts t. (49)
The extrema elevator deﬂection δe,ext can be obtained when text =
(0.4ts−4.6)ts
0.13t2s+2.3ts−13.6 . Com-
paring the value of elevator deﬂection δe at t = 0, t = ts, and t = text, the maximal can be









δe,max − 0.1 . (51)
After comparing Eq. (46) and Eq. (51), ts should satisfy ts ≥ 5.83θθ˙maxe to keep UAV’s stability
during collision avoidance process.
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5.1.3 Implementaion of the Proposed BBO with Differential Flatness
to Avoid Collisions
In this section, the detailed procedure of BBO with differential ﬂatness approach
is introduced to generate a feasible trajectory guiding a landing UAV to avoid multiple
threats. As can be seen in Fig. 5.4, eight steps are included in the overall procedure.
• Step 1:
Initialize the environment and orderly gridding coordinate. A ﬂight range with
10000m × 1000m is decomposed into a grid array by dividing the ﬂight environment
as 500m × 50m squared grids. The initial point of grid is the position where UAV
starts running collision avoidance function, supposing (0, 0) is located in the bottom
left corner of the grid array. The grid is then numbered in a positive direction on the x-
axis (horizontally to the right) and in a positive direction on the z-axis (vertically going up).
• Step 2:
Initialize BBO parameters, covering the total habitat size n, maximum generation count
Tmax, number of species in each habitat k, maximum mutation probability mmax, max-
imum immigration rate I , maximum emigration rate E, elitism number of best habitats
to keep from one generation to the next D. Randomly initialize a habitat of k waypoints
G = [G1, G2, ..., Gk] in the longitudinal plane under the ﬂight range. G1 and Gk represent
the pre-deﬁned start point and goal point, respectively. A set G can produce a candidate
trajectory. Initialize a set of habitat S = [S1, S2, ..., Sn], and each individual corresponds
to a potential trajectory that connects the start to the goal one.
• Step 3:
Calculate the cost of each candidate trajectory with respect to Eqs. (20), (21), and (22).
Sort the habitats from the best performance to the worst one. Select the ﬁrst D number of
solution as elite habitats.
• Step 4:
Compute the immigration rate λk and emigration rate μk for each path according to
Eqs. (38) and (39). Initialize the solution probability Pi. Modify the non-elite solution
probabilistically with the hybrid immigration and emigration as shown in Fig. 5.2. Re-map
the ﬁtness to the series of habitats. Compute the new probabilities for each solution.
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• Step 5:
Calculate the mutation rate mi for each trajectory. Sort the solution following the proba-
bility Pi. Mutate only the worst half of the solution as described in Fig. 5.3. Re-calculate
the cost of path.
• Step 6:
Replace the habitats with their new versions. Ensure each individual is legal with respect
to the constraints as mentioned in Section II. Calculate the cost of each habitats and order
from the best to the worst. Replace the worst solution with the previous generation’s elite.
• Step 7:
End the generation when Tmax is reached. Output the optimal solution with cost value.
• Step 8:
Characterize the optimal solution by the UAV constraints following the concept of
differential ﬂatness and calculate the feasible trajectory.
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Figure 5.4: The procedure of the proposed approach.
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5.2 Path Following Controller Design
Modern UAVs are envisioned to replace human pilots in various missions. In order
to accomplish these missions with minimal human intervention, the operation of a UAV
should be fully automated from the top level of path planning, down to the inner control
loop level. At the top level of the control hierarchy, the collision avoidance algorithm
computes a rough approximation of the optimal path toward the goal. A ﬂatness-based
algorithm then smooths the path yielding a dynamically feasible, ﬂyable path, by taking
into account the dynamics constraints of the UAV. Finally, the path following controller is
responsible for guiding the UAV to stay close to the designed path.
5.2.1 Controller Design
Energy is one of the fundamental concepts in science and engineering practice, where it
is common to view dynamical systems as energy-transformation devices. This perspective
is particularly useful in studying complex nonlinear systems by decomposing them into
simpler subsystems that, upon interconnection, add up their energies to determine the full
system’s behavior. The action of a controller may also be understood in energy terms
as another dynamical system typically implemented in a computer interconnected with
the process to modify its behavior. The control problem can then be recast as ﬁnding
a dynamical system and an interconnection pattern such that the overall energy function
takes the desired form (Ortega, Van der Schaft, Mareels, & Maschke, 2001).
The energy-based control design method is adopted to modify energy function of the
UAV to track the reference trajectory. The resulting controller is relatively simple with
guaranteed stability and performance robustness. The energy-based control design method
provides a more natural way to control systems as it is derived from easily understood en-
ergy principles. Similar to the methodology developed in (Akmeliawati & Mareels, 2010),
the procedure of controller design consists of 1) designing an inner-loop control to mini-
mize the tracking error of pitch angle θ and pitch rate θ˙; 2) developing an energy-loop to
meet the performance criteria for energy tracking in slow dynamics; and 3) implementing
an outer-loop to eliminate the altitude tracking error. The structure of the energy-based
controller is shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: The structure of the energy-based controller.
Inner-Loop Control
The objective of inner-loop control design is to eliminate the tracking error of pitch
angle θ, which can be modeled as:
Υi = Iye˙i +Kdei −→ 0, (52)







− (Iyζ +Kd)(θ˙ − θ˙d)
−Kdζ(θ − θd)−Mθ,δthi ],
(53)
δthi = −K5(θ − θd)−K6(θ˙ − θ˙d), (54)
where ζ,Kd ∈ R+, K5, K6 ∈ R. Combining Eq. (52), Eq. (53), Eq. (54) and Eq. (1),
Υi = 0 can guarantee that θ −→ θd, θ˙ −→ θ˙d. On basis of Eq. (1), the desired energy







For the convergence of tracking error, it is required that the time derivative of energy func-
tion is no greater than zero. In order to prove that the desired pitch angle θd and desired
pitch rate θ˙d are achieved following the proposed inner-loop controller, the time derivative
of Eq. (55) is:
H˙i = Iye˙e
= Iy[θ¨ − θ¨d + ζ(θ˙ − θ˙d)][θ˙ − θ˙d + ζ(θ − θd)].
(56)
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Substituting Eq. (52) into Eq. (56), H˙i ≤ 0 is derived to satisfy the requirement of energy
objective.
Energy-Loop Control








+ V˙d −Kds(V − Vd)],
(57)
where Kds > 0, Dr = 25.46V 2 + 337.21V 2α2 + 80.20V 2α. The objective function of
energy tracking is introduced as:
Υs = e˙s +Kdses −→ 0, (58)
where es = V − Vd. Using Eq. (6), Eq. (7) and Eq. (57), Υs = 0 is derived to ensure





m(V − Vd)2. (59)
The time derivative of Eq. (59) is:
H˙s = m(V − Vd)(V˙ − V˙d)
= m(V − Vd)(Υs −Kdses)
= −mKds(V − Vd)2. (60)
Thus, it is known that H˙s ≤ 0.
Outer-Loop Control
With respect to tracking error in z-position, outer-loop controller to achieve altitude
stabilization is introduced as:





δth,out = K4(z − zd), (62)
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where K1, K2, K3, K4 ∈ R.
Remark 3. Energy-based control design formulates the UAV control in the form of
the energy equation following the principle of conservation of energy. The control design
is applied to track the reference trajectory and keep energy balance without the need of
gain-scheduling.
5.3 Simulation and Results Analysis
5.3.1 Simulation Scenarios
The proposed approach is validated by numerical simulation conducted in the MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment with a PC that is conﬁgured with a 2 GHz Intel Core i7-4510U
processor with 8 GB RAM. The landing phase is explicitly considered in the simulation
study, where the reference signals of the pitch angle and altitude are indicated in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2, respectively. The UAV follows the initial conditions as shown in Table 5.3.
For aircraft presented as intruders in this study, it is required to follow the original trajec-
tory with a constant airspeed of 60m/s. The initial parameters of BBO algorithm are given
as:
• Habitat size: n = 30;
• Maximal genereation count: Tmax = 500;
• Number of species in each habitat: k = 20;
• Maximum mutation probability: mmax = 0.005;
• Maximum immigration rate: I = 1;
• Maximum emigration rate: E = 1; and
• Elitism parameter: D = 2.
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Table 5.1: Reference pitch angle describtion
Level Time (s) Pitch angle (deg) Velocity (m/s)
1 0 < t ≤110 0 80
2 110 < t ≤150 -5×(t-110)/40 80
3 150 < t ≤190 -5 80
4 190 < t ≤230 -5+10×(t-190)/40 80
5 230 < t ≤260 -5 80
6 260 < t ≤300 5-10×(t-260)/40 80
7 300 < t ≤340 0 80
8 340 < t ≤380 -6×(t-340)/40 80
9 380 < t ≤420 -6 80
10 420 < t ≤450 -6+3×(t-420)/30 80
11 450 < t ≤500 -3 80
Table 5.2: Reference altitude describtion
Level Time (s) Altitude (m) Velocity (m/s)
1 0 < t ≤110 1000 80
2 110 < t ≤190 1000-500×(t-110)/80 80
3 190 < t ≤300 500+400×(t-190)/110 80
4 300 < t ≤380 900 80
5 380 < t ≤500 900-900×(t-380)/120 80
Table 5.3: The initial parameters for simulation
Parameter Value
Initial x position 1000 m
Initial z position 1000 m
Initial velocity along x-axis 80 m/s
Initial velocity along z-axis 0 m/s
Initial pitch angle 1.627 deg




Trajectory Generation for S&A
Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the scenario in which potential threats are detected, the
UAV in the landing phase turns to adjust the attitude to avoid collisions, following a feasible
trajectory produced by the BBO-based algorithm. During the landing period, the collision
detection algorithm is employed to determine when and where the collisions will occur.
According to the currently predicted conﬂict position, BBO is carried out to produce an
optimal solution by migration and mutation of each generation. The purple line in Fig. 5.6
illustrates that the UAV successfully avoids three coming intruders and climbs to the pattern
altitude waiting for instructions from control tower for landing again. Figure 5.7 presents
the actual trajectory of UAV in longitudinal plane. Since no threat is detected before x
position of 14000 m, the trajectory performing regular landing in this period is smooth. As
the UAV continues to ﬂy east, it switches to collision avoidance mode and ﬁnally arrives at
the required altitude.
Figure 5.6: The UAV-intruders collision avoidance scenario.
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Figure 5.7: Actual trajectory of UAV in collision avoidance scenario.
Path Following Performance
• Result for following the reference pitch angle in landing phase: The response
for this scenario are shown in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9. Figure 5.8(a) is the response
of the pitch angle. The measured pitch angle can track the reference one, which
indicates that the inner-loop controller can handle variation of the pitch angle without
overshoot. Figure 5.8(b,c,d) indicates that the velocity, altitude, ﬂight path angle do
not break the limits. Under supervision of the inner-loop controller, the elevator
deﬂection and throttle angle exhibited in Fig. 5.9 are not satuated in the suddenly
climbing and descending maneuvers.
• Result for following the reference altitude in landing phase: As can be seen from
Fig. 5.10(a), the outer-loop controller can maintain the altitude tracking performance
even in the sharp climbing and descending maneuvers. Figure 5.10(b,c,d) reveals
that the velocity, the pitch angle and the ﬂight path angle are controlled to return
to the intended values after the transition maneuver in altitude. As shown in Fig.
5.11, the deviation of elevator deﬂection and throttle angle achieved by the proposed
outer-loop controller are within the allowable operating ranges.
• Result for collision avoidance scenario: Considering the measurement noise, the
angular position with the magnitude 0.01 rad of white noise and the velocity with the
magnitude 1.5 m/s of white noise are conducted in the simulation studies. Following
the differential ﬂatness-based re-planning algorithm in the longitudinal plane, the
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tracking performance of pitch angle is displayed in Fig. 5.12. The blue line (actual
pitch angle) in Fig. 5.12 is fairly close to the red line (desired pitch angle). This
ﬁgure conﬁrms that the UAV follows the commanded pitch angle quite well.
The responses of altitude and velocity are illustrated in Fig. 5.13. When the pitch
angle is increased, the UAV is forced to climb up, conversely the UAV has to descend
as shown in Fig. 5.13(a). Fig. 5.13(b) exhibits that velocity of UAV is stable in the
entire ﬂight under the energy-loop controller.
From Fig. 5.14, it is clear that even the UAV involved in aggressive maneuvers
with large pitch angles, elevator angle and throttle angle are not saturated. Such a
desired performance is contributed by the differential ﬂatness-based algorithm with
consideration of control input constraints.
Figure 5.8: UAV output responses in following reference pitch angle scenario.
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Figure 5.9: Elevator angle and throttle angle responses in following reference pitch angle
scenario.
Figure 5.10: UAV output responses in following reference altitude scenario.
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Figure 5.11: Elevator angle and throttle angle responses in following reference altitude
scenario.
Figure 5.12: Pitch angle of UAV in collision avoidance scenario.
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Figure 5.13: Actual altitude and velocity in collision avoidance scenario.
Figure 5.14: Actual elevator angle and throttle angle in collision avoidance scenario.
For interested readers, the demonstration of sense and collision avoid-
ance strategy for the landing phase performed in this work can be found




In this chapter, a novel algorithm for UAV avoiding multiple intruders’ threats in the
landing phase is proposed. The generated trajectory ensures the maximum safety with the
minimum cost of the UAV. To get the feasible trajectory, the ﬂight space is modeled as
gridded environment as the ﬁrst step, in which the BBO approach is exploited to generate
the resolution logic in the presence of multiple intruders. Secondly, considering that the
UAV safety is directly related to the dynamic constraints, the differential ﬂatness technique
is developed to smoothen the optimal trajectory. Lastly, energy-based controller is designed
such that the UAV is capable of following the generated trajectory. Numerical simulation
studies are carried out to illustrate the effectiveness of the developed scheme.
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Chapter 6
Sense and Collision Avoidance of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using
Markov Decision Process and Flatness
Approach
In this chapter, two collision avoidance algorithms are presented to ensure that UAV
can avoid multiple intruders autonomously.
In ﬁrst section, the scheme of collision avoidance in 2D plane can be separated into two
steps, including: 1) MDP-based path planning to produce an optimal trajectory, such that
multiple threats can be avoided; 2) differential ﬂatness-based algorithm with consideration
of UAV dynamics to ensure the planned trajectory is feasible. In this work, the airspace is
represented as a gridding system while each grid point is regarded as a waypoint. With the
implementation of MDP, the optimal path of UAV is produced based on the current states
of UAV and multiple threats. The collision avoidance is to select a set of waypoints for the
UAV maximizing the safety distance. Following the MDP-based reference trajectory, UAV
is required to avoid collision between multiple intruders, while the physical constraints are
respected.
In second section, the MDP framework is extended to derive an optimal trajectory in
3D plane. The replanned path is smoothened by the differential ﬂatness-based approach
under the physical constraints of UAV. Energy-based controller is then applied such that
the UAV can follow the generated trajectory in the 3D plane.
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6.1 MDP Based Collision Avoidance in 2D Plane
6.1.1 Markov Decision Process
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) was introduced to the scientiﬁc community from
Bellman in 1957 (Puterman, 1994). An innovative technique is represented to solve deci-
sion problems splitting a complex problem in successive decision stages and providing the
optimality of the whole solution in the last stage. MDP has been applied to a wide set of op-
timization problems from computer vision to bioengineering and from air trafﬁc control to
computer networks. Research on autonomous agents exploited MDP trying to implement
decision making into artiﬁcial intelligences. Work has been done in this direction trying to
use MDP to manage path planning and collision avoidance problems.
To implement an MDP, a stochastic model addresses the decision problem by dis-
cretizing the system into a ﬁnite number of states and actions. MDP is deﬁned as
M =< S,A, T,R >, where S,A, T , and R denote the system’s states, actions, transi-
tion function, and reward function, respectively. At each time step, the system takes an
action a ∈ A to move from a state s ∈ S to s′ ∈ S and receives a real-valued reward
R(s, a). The reward function in this work is inﬂuenced by the position of the intruders
and target. The goal of solving the collision avoidance problem is transformed to choose a
sequence of actions that maximizes the expected total reward.
To generate an available trajectory, these units with respect to the ﬂight requirement
and environment are deﬁned. The parameters of MDP in this work are designed as:
• States: A ﬂight range with 800 m×800 m is decomposed into a grid array by grid-
ding the ﬂight environment as 20 m×20 m square grid. Based on Cartesian coordi-
nate method to identify grids, the initial point (0,0) is in the upper left corner of the
grid array. The grid is then numbered in a positive direction on the x-axis (horizon-
tally to the right) and in a positive direction on the y-axis (vertically going down).
• Actions: As shown in Fig. 6.1, UAV can move in eight directions, including: North,
North-East, East, South-East, South, South-West, West, North-West.
• Transition Function: S × A × S → [0,1] is the state transition model for the
discretized state space. The probability of transitioning from state s to s′ after action
a is written as:
P ass′ = Pr{st+1 = s′|st = s, at = a}. (63)
The state-transition function speciﬁes the next-state distribution given an action at
a current state. Fig. 6.2 describes one scenario of probability transition. Assuming
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state s of a UAV at the center of this grid array, if the UAV is moving to the North
with 0.9 probability, then the actions to NE and NW with 0.04 probability while to E
and W with 0.01 probability, respectively. The UAV has eight probability transitions.
• Reward Function: The immediate reward when taking action a in state s is deﬁned
as:
Rass′ = E{rt+1|st = s, at = a, st+1 = s′}. (64)
The reward function denotes the reward of taking an action in a given state. It is
convenient to deﬁne the reward function for each object separately. Comparing the
safe distance with Euclidean distance between the UAV and the intruder, the reward




(di − dsafe)× w1, (65)
where di is Euclidean distance between the UAV and the ith intruder, w1 is a weight-
ing factor for threats reward function. The reward function of the UAV to the goal
is
r2(s) = (Dmax −Dgoal)× w2, (66)
where Dmax is the maximum sensing range of the sensor onboard the UAV, Dgoal is
Euclidean distance between the UAV and the goal, w2 is a weighting factor for the
goal reward function. Eq. (66) implies a negative reward for the target not in the
UAV’s sensing range.
Figure 6.1: The basic action of UAV.
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A policy π is a mapping from each state s and action a to the probability π(s, a) of
taking action a under the current state s. The time-accumulative value function under a
policy π when starting from the state s is derived as:















where γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor to denote the effect of the future rewards on present
decisions. π(s, a) is the probability of taking action a in state s under policy π. Eπ{}
denotes the expected value following policy π , t is a step time and s′ is the next state
followed by the current state s when action a is applied.
The expected value of taking action a in a state s under policy π is:




λkrt+k+1|st = s, at = a}. (68)
Figure 6.2: The assignment of the transition probability.
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6.1.2 Policy Iteration
With respect to the initial policy and initial value functions, policy iteration is adopted to
converge to an optimal policy. The policy iteration algorithm is carried out by the following
steps:
Policy Evaluation
Policy evaluation is denoted as computing the state value function V π for an arbitrary
policy π. A sequence of approximate value functions is obtained as:











The sequence {Vk} can converge into Vπ as k → ∞ under the same initial conditions, by
which the existence of V π is ensured. To generate the successive approximation from Vk
to Vk+1, the policy evaluation based operation is adopted to each state s: the new value
obtained from the old value of the successor states of s′ is substituted for the old value of s.
Policy Improvement
The process of making a new policy to obtain a higher value function is called policy
improvement. Let π and π′ be any pair of deterministic policies, if
Qπ(s, π′(s)) ≥ V π(s). (70)
Moreover, the value under policy π′, V π′(s), is not smaller than the value under policy π,
V π(s). Then the greedy policy π′ must be no worse than π. The greedy policy π′ is given
as:








Assuming that a better policy π1 can be derived from the initial policy π0 using V π, an
even better policy π2 can be achieved by computing V π
′ . A sequence of improving policies
and value functions is produced as:
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π0
PE−−→ V π0 PI−→ π1 PE−−→ V π1 ... PI−→ π∗ PE−−→ V ∗, (72)
where PE deﬁnes a policy evaluation and PI is a policy improvement. Owing to the ﬁnite
number of MDP, this process must ﬁnally converge to an optimal policy and optimal value
function in a ﬁnite number of iterations.
Based on the Bellman function (Sutton & Barto, 1998), the optimal control policy π∗
can be produced by the objective function, which maximizes the expected reward:
π∗(s) = argmax(R(s, a) + λ
∑
s′∈S
(P (s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)), (73)
where V ∗(s′) is the optimal objective function as:










6.1.3 The Integration of UAV Dynamics in the Planned Path
The optimal trajectory produced by MDP may require aggressive maneuvers for UAV
to avoid intruders. However, UAVs have their physical constraints in practice, which are
indicated by the maximal Euler angular rates, turning radius, and etc.. Based on the dif-
ferential ﬂatness approach, the proﬁle of the trajectory is tuned to make sure that UAV
follows the planned path smoothly. Due to the 2D ﬂight scenario developed in this work,
only the limit of the roll angle is taken into account. Following the ﬂatness-based reference



























To determine the time where the maximal roll angle is required, it is necessary to cal-






where the extrema denotes the maximal or the minimal of the function. It is of importance
to check the value of the roll angle at the beginning and at the end of the mission. Af-
ter comparing these three solutions, when t = ts/5.83, the corresponding solution is the






Based on the obtained solution ts, the re-planned MDP-based optimal trajectory must be
less than or equal to the maximal allowable constraints.
Figure 6.3: The UAV - intruders collision avoidance scenario.
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Figure 6.4: Trajectory of the UAV.
6.1.4 Validation
The proposed algorithm is validated by numerical simulation in a PC that is conﬁgured
with a 2.0 GHz Intel Core i7-4510U processor with 8 GB RAM. It is assumed that a UAV
is cruising at 20 m/s, while three intruders are following the original trajectory at a speed
of 15 m/s without avoidance maneuver.
Fig. 6.3 shows the scenario in which three conﬂicts are detected, MDP-based algorithm
produces a feasible trajectory for the UAV to avoid collisions. During the ﬂight, the colli-
sion detection algorithm is adopted to determine when and where the collisions will occur.
Based on the currently predicted conﬂict position and goal waypoint, the state, action, tran-
sition function and reward function of ﬂight system are derived. MDP is therefore deployed
to produce an optimal policy by calculating the policy iteration. The blue path in Fig. 6.3
illustrates that the UAV with the developed S&A system successfully avoids three coming
threats and reaches the destination ﬁnally.
Fig. 6.4 indicates the trajectory for the UAV using the differential ﬂatness-based re-
planning algorithm in the lateral direction. The plot shows the two-dimensional trajectory
of the UAV (red line) with a desired trajectory (green line). As shown in Fig. 6.4, the
red line closely follows the green line. This result demonstrates that UAV can follow the
desired trajectory quite well.
The tracking position errors in x direction and y direction, which are generated by
comparing the real position with the desired position, are shown in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6,
respectively. Fig. 6.5 exhibits that during the period of the entire ﬂight, UAV follows x
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direction command within an error of ±0.35 m, for 89% of the ﬂight time. The peak
error for x direction is approximately 0.55 m in this case. As can be seen from Fig. 6.6,
y direction command is within an error of ±0.8 m, for 85% of the ﬂight time. The peak
error for y direction is approximately 1.3 m. The sum of errors in x and y directions are
illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The deviations from x and y directions are 26.8433m and 67.0565m
within the entire duration. In summary, the simulation results exemplify the effectiveness
of the developed S&A strategy.
Figure 6.5: x position error.
Figure 6.6: y position error.
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Figure 6.7: The accumulative errors in x and y positions.
For interested readers, the demonstration of sense and collision avoidance strategy us-
ing 2D-MDP performed in this work can be found in the Concordias NAV Lab YouTube
Channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7ar6Ij2dpw.
6.1.5 Summary
This section presents a new development of collision avoidance algorithm that ensures
an UAV can avoid multiple intruders autonomously. Firstly, the MDP based approach gen-
erates the multiple threats resolution logic for the collision avoidance system. Secondly, the
optimal trajectory is smoothed by the differential ﬂatness technique where the constraints
of the UAV dynamics are considered. In such a way, the planned trajectory is feasible for
the UAV. The effectiveness of the developed scheme is illustrated by the numerical simula-
tion studies.
6.2 MDP Based Collision Avoidance in 3D Plane
6.2.1 Path Planning in 3D
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the 2D collision avoidance algorithm had been developed
for free ﬂight scenarios. For the three-dimensional case, the two-dimensional collision-free
action is insufﬁcient to capture the additional degree of freedom in the movement of the
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UAV. For this purpose, one would need to introduce another actions such as Up or Down in
order to avoid the boundary of 3D intruders in a desired manner.
To generate an available 3D trajectory, the parameters of MDP should be re-deﬁned in
this unit.
• States: A ﬂight range with 15000 m ×15000 m×1000 m is decomposed into a
grid array by gridding the ﬂight environment as 100 m×100 m×10 m 3D-grid. The
position of initial point (0,0,0) is in the upper left corner of the grid array. The grid
is then numbered in a positive direction on the x-axis (horizontally to the right) and
in a positive direction on the z-axis (vertically going up).
• Actions: As shown in Fig. 6.8, the directions of UAV movement can be categorized
into: North, North-East, North-West, Up, Up-East, Up-West, Down, Down-East,
Down-West.
• Transition Functions: As mentioned at Section 6.1, the state-transition deﬁnes the
next state distribution based on taking an action at a current state. One scenario
of probability transition under the 3D ﬂight environment is presented in Fig. 6.9.
Assuming the target waypoint at the north of grid array and state s of a UAV at the
center of grid array, if the UAV is moving to the North with 0.9 probability, then
the actions to NE and NW with 0.04 probability while to UP and DN with 0.01
probability, respectively. The UAV has nine probability transitions.
• Reward Functions: The reward function stands for the value of arriving in state s′
after executing action a in state s. The reward function is built and updated at each
action, according to two objects: the distance of UAV to intruders and the distance to
the goal. The equation of reward function is same with 2D scenario.
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Figure 6.8: The basic action of UAV in 3D plane.
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Figure 6.9: The assignment of the transition probability in 3D plane.
Remark 4. Considering the physical constraints of UAV, the optimal trajectory planned
by MDP in 3D plane is smoothened by the differential ﬂatness-based approach. Due to the
three-dimensional ﬂight scenario developed in this work, the limit of the roll angle and the
pitch angle is taken into account. The detailed technology can be followed in Section 5.1.2
and Section 6.1.3.
6.2.2 Path Following Controller Design
Distinctive from the path following controller designed in Section 5.2, the lateral dy-
namics of the aircraft is explicitly taken into account. From Fig. 6.10, the proposed path
following controller using nonlinear energy method aims at ensuring UAV track roll, pitch,
and yaw commands of the reference trajectory, where the physical limits of normal actu-
ators are also respected. The proposed controller is constituted by a lateral controller and
a longitudinal controller. The lateral controller is applied to provide automatic tracking
and stabilization of roll and yaw angle. The longitudinal controller serves to minimize the
tracking error of pitch angle and pitch rate, and meet the performance criteria for energy
tracking.
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Figure 6.10: The path following controller.
Lateral Controller Design
Based on the lateral dynamics modeled with EL equation, the aileron deﬂection, δa, and
the rudder deﬂection, δr, are designed to control the heading and roll angle by modifying
the energy function of UAV.
From the expression of the roll angle φ, given by Eq. (1) and the dynamics of ψ given
by Eq. (2), it is observed that the dynamics between ql = [φ ψ]T and the control input
ul = [δa δr]
T is a system of relative degree two. Denoted qld as the desired value of ql,
the corresponding error function of ql is presented as:
λl = Rle¨ql + Cpeql + Cde˙ql , (79)
where eql = ql − qld, Cp, Cd ∈ R+. The control input ul selected to enforce that eql −→ 0






− Cpeql − Cde˙ql]. (80)
For the convergence of tracking error, it is required that the time derivative of energy func-










Substituting Eq. (80) into Eq. (79) yields that:
λl = 0. (82)






This indicates that the lateral dynamics is stable with the control law in Eq. (80).
Remark 5. As the lateral controller regulates the aircraft’s roll and yaw, a longitudinal
controller as introduced in Section 5.2 is designed to maintain the pitch stabilization and
follow the desired trajectory. The decoupled design of lateral and longitudinal controller is
presented to track the roll, pitch and yaw commands of reference collision-free trajectory.
6.2.3 Simulation Studies
A. Simulation Environment Description
The simulation studies are conducted in the environment where a PC is conﬁgured with
a 2.0 GHz Intel Core-i7-4510U processor and 8 GB RAM. The UAV dynamics can be
found in Chapter 3, while the physical limits of the UAV states and control surfaces are
indicated in Table 6.1. The design parameters in the developed scheme are selected as
Table 6.2:
Table 6.1: The operating of the UAV
Parameter Symbol Amplitude limit
Pitch angle θ [-25◦, 30◦]
Roll angle φ [-25◦, 25◦]
Aileron δα [-25◦, 25◦]
Elevator δe [-25◦, 10◦]
Rudder δr [-30◦, 30◦]
Throttle δT [-0.5◦, 10◦]
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Table 6.2: The design parameters of the UAV
Parameter Value
Initial x position 0 m
Initial y position 0 m
Initial z position 920 m
Airspeed 80 m/s
Initial pitch angle -0.6◦
Initial yaw angle 0
Initial roll angle 0
B. Simulation Scenario
In the simulation scenario, it is assumed that the UAV starts landing from the altitude
of 920 m. The reference signal during the landing stage is given in Fig. 6.11. It consists of
following twelve distinct phases:
• Segment 1: Level ﬂight at 920 m at the heading angle of 0. Velocity is maintained at
80 m/s.
• Segment 2: A coordinated left turn with heading angle of 85◦ at 920 m to align with
the runway.
• Segment 3: Decent on the pitch rate -0.125◦/s to the pitch angle -5◦.
• Segment 4: Maintain at the pitch angle -5◦.
• Segment 5: Ascent on the pitch rate 0.125◦/s to the pitch angle 5◦.
• Segment 6: Climb at the pitch angle 5◦.
• Segment 7: Decent on the pitch rate -0.125◦/s to the pitch angle 0.
• Segment 8: Level ﬂight at 870 m.
• Segment 9: Decent on the pitch rate -0.15◦/s to the pitch angle -6◦.
• Segment 10: Maintain at the pitch angle -6◦.
• Segment 11: Decent on the pitch rate 0.1◦/s to the pitch angle -3◦.
• Segment 12: Approach at the pitch angle of -3◦.
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Figure 6.11: The reference signal during the landing stage.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, three intruders move toward
the UAV from different directions. To be more speciﬁc, 1) the ﬁrst intruder ﬂies toward
the UAV from the right hand side; 2) the second threat appears in front of the UAV while
the intruder velocity is in the reverse direction of the UAV; and 3) the third one ﬂies to
the UAV from the left hand side. In order to quantitatively exam the performance over the




[(θ − θd)2 + (φ− φd)2 + (ψ − ψd)2]/(t2 − t1), (84)
where [t1,t2] covers the simulation duration.
C. Simulation Results and Analysis
The 3D trajectory of the UAV is illustrated in Fig. 6.12. It is clear that the UAV is faced
with two intruders from lateral and longitudinal directions at the cruising ﬂight stage. The
third intruder appears when the UAV is descending. The UAV is capable of completing the
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landing maneuvers by resorting the developed S&A methodology. The position informa-
tion with respect to x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis is exhibited individually in Fig. 6.13. Key
observations of Fig. 6.13 include the following: 1) when the ﬁrst intruder comes from the
lateral direction, the proposed S&A algorithm can promptly adjust the lateral trajectory
(y-axis position) such that the safety distance between the UAV and the ﬁrst threat is main-
tained; 2) when the second intruder is ﬂying along the direction of the UAV, the altitude
reference is changed by the proposed S&A, by which the UAV can avoid the potential col-
lision; 3) after the collision avoidance for the second intruder is completed, the UAV starts
descending from the current altitude to the previous one; and 4) the proposed S&A drives
the UAV turns right such that the safety bound between the UAV and the third intruder can
be ensured even during this descending process. Figure 6.14 reveals the tracking perfor-
mance during the overall landing phase. The designed energy based controller guarantees
that the studied UAV can track the reference signals from both transient and steady-state
aspects. As a result, the UAV can follow the regenerated trajectory in the presence intrud-
ers. The responses of the UAV actuators are highlighted in Fig. 6.15. It is worth noting that
the actuators of the UAV work within the allowable limits. This in turn conﬁrms that the
planned trajectory by the developed S&A algorithm is feasible, as the physical constraints
of the UAV have been already considered in the S&A. Moreover, as can be seen in Fig.
6.16, the deﬁned metrics corresponding to the pitch angle, roll angle, and yaw angle are
17.71◦, 32.41◦, and 6.29◦, respectively. As a results, Figs. (6.12)-(6.16) have demonstrated
that the designed S&A scheme is capable of 1) guaranteeing the safety bound between the
UAV and the intruder; and 2) driving the UAV to complete the avoidance maneuvers with
satisﬁed performance.
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Figure 6.12: The 3D trajectory of the UAV landing.
Figure 6.13: The UAV position information with respect to three directions.
Figure 6.14: The tracking performance of Euler angles.
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Figure 6.15: The responses of the UAV actuators.
Figure 6.16: The tracking errors.
Interested readers are referred to the following Google Shared Link for
relevant simulation videos: https://drive.google.com/file/d/
0B3iMpBBeeEYPT1VXM3hNWUNoUGc/view?usp=sharing
6.2.4 Summary
This section presents a 3D S&A approach for UAVs in the landing phase. Firstly, the
3D ﬂight space is modeled as gridded environment in the presence of multiple intruders.
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Secondly, the multiple threats resolution logic is generated by the MDP based approach
such that the safe separation can be maintained. Thirdly, considering the UAV dynamic
constraints, the optimal trajectory is smoothened by the differential ﬂatness technique to
make the planned trajectory feasible. Finally, the decoupled energy-based controller is
proposed, by which the UAV can be driven to follow the re-planned trajectory and the
intruders can be avoided. The numerical simulations have illustrated the effectiveness of
the proposed SAA strategy.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis focus on collision avoidance methods for UAV to ensure safe ﬂight under a
subset of possible collision scenarios. The contributions in this thesis can be summarized
as:
• The conﬂict can be predicted by the CPA while DGG is deployed to avoid one in-
truder.
• The optimal trajectory generated by BBO is available to avoid multiple intruders in
the landing phase.
• Modeling the collision avoidance problem as MDP framework, two trajectories are
generated to avoid multiple intruders in 2D and 3D plane.
• The feasible trajectory smoothed by ﬂatness method is under the physical limit of
UAV.
• Energy based controller is capable of following the generated trajectory.
7.2 Future Work
The following work are recommended for further research into the S&A system.
• The probability of conﬂict derived in Chapter 3 only considered the sensor measure-
ment noises. The other factors including wind factor, ﬂight technical errors, and time
delay should be considered.
• In this thesis, feasible trajectories are generated considering the dynamic constraints
of UAV. For the further research, different types of constraints, such as sector bound
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aries, weather, terrain, should be investigated.
• Although the numerical simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithms in this thesis, large-scaled experiments for different navigation en-
vironment and complicated intruders simulations should be conducted in a real UAV
testbed to evaluate the approach effectively.
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